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Amazon has just shown its own specially curated version of Android Marketplace, but decided to label it an Appstore. Apple, in turn, sued Android for trademark infringement. This step is not a very subtle shot through the bows of the Amazon. The lawsuit was filed last week but appeared at more or less
the same time as Amazon's official unveiling of its Android Appstore-Amazon version for free for all of Google's Android Marketplace, which, at launch, contains 3,800 apps. It will operate under similar restrictions, controlling and distributing profits with developers like Apple's version, in the hope that it will
be different from other Android app markets by being secure and containing higher quality applications. But it's the name Amazon chose (Amazon Appstore) that got Apple rattled. Apple has filed trademark protection over the App Store phrase after the release of the iPhone 3G, making what an
independent watchdog might consider a reasonable business move, especially since the App Store is currently earning Apple a small profit, and its archive of apps for iPhone and iPad (and now Mac too) is an incredibly powerful advertising leverage. As a result, the computer giant is being sued to prevent
Amazon from using the phrase Appstore in any way, including marketing, and seeking damages. The charge is that it is a direct trademark infringement that can confuse and mislead customers, according to an Apple spokesperson, which is a kind of semi-true legal phrase often trotted out in such cases.
The App Store brand is a big bone of contention for many people at the moment. Back in January, microsoft sued Apple's trademark, and asked the USPTO to revoke Apple's trademark request on the grounds that the phrase app store is common to retail service stores involving apps and unregistered for
support services such as search and download apps from such stores. Microsoft is moving to defend its plans for sales of the Windows Phone 7 app store, and didn't seem to know the irony in its request, as you remember, MS's bestselling product called Windows, which certainly seems like an arbitrary
label and has very accurately defined the overall usage in computing environments that has long preceded MS usage of it. But what is Apple really trying to do here? One might suspect that Apple is actually basically peeved, which Amazon is trying to use from Apple's own successful brand to push sales
of competing Android PC smartphones and tablets. Both companies have a complicated relationship between friend and foe, and the Amazon Kindle e-book reader app is prominent in iPad (and iPhone) App Stores, while its Kindle e-reader device is almost smashed as a direct competitor to the iPad.
Moving to Apple trademark protection on the fact that Apple will act to aggressively protect its App Store ecosystem from challengers, which could include any plans Amazon should expand its Efforts to Google Android. To find out more news like this, follow Fast Company on Twitter: click Click Read
more: Most innovative companies: Apple Amazon today announced that they will launch their App Store in the UK, Germany, France, Italy and Spain, giving European customers more opportunities to purchase Android Apps for their smartphones and tablets. As well as getting quick access to Amazons
free app of the day the content will be localized, and each country app store will be slightly different. Amazon will do its own testing apps to ensure the quality of the product they deliver. Customers will also be able to view recommendations and reviews before choosing a 1 click payment option. With
Amazon's Kindle Fire sales getting overshadowed by the Nexus 7 it looks likely to help Amazons have a presence in the market. Go to www.amazon.co.uk/get-appstore to gain access. You can check out the full press release below. SEATTLE and LUXEMBOURG - August 30, 2012 - (NASDAS: AMSN) -



Amazon.com, Inc. has announced the launch of its Amazon Appstore in the UK, Germany, France, Italy and Spain, giving European customers access to a wide range of amazon-quality android apps with the convenience of shopping on Amazon with their Android phones and tablets. Customers can get
the Amazon Appstore for their Android phones and tablets by visiting www.amazon.co.uk/get-appstore. Amazon Appstore offers a large selection of games and apps, including local favorites like Jamie Oliver's 20 Minutes Food and Skyscanner, created bestsellers like Who Wants to Be a Millionaire and
Cut The Rope, as well as new apps from top-tier brands like Rovio and Sanrio Digital. In addition to localized content and a localized mobile store for each country, European customers will have access to popular Amazon Appstore features like the Free App of the Day, which offers a paid app for free
every day. Today's free app of the day is an ad-free version of Angry Birds; and PopCap's favorite Plants vs. zombies will be offered for free tomorrow. All free apps of the day are specially selected for the free App of the Day program. Apps and games purchased from Amazon can be used on the
customer's Android devices, allowing them to buy an app or game once and enjoy it everywhere. Amazon Appstore also includes popular Amazon features such as personalized recommendations, customer reviews and 1-Click payments. To ensure that customers have the best experience with the apps
they buy, apps are tested by Amazon and supported by Amazon's world-class customer support. Customers in the U.S. have purchased millions of apps, games, in-app items and subscriptions since the store launched last year, and we've got great feedback on detection features such as the free app of
the day. We evaluate and test games and apps before making them available in the Appstore to ensure that they have a lot of experience with the games and apps they buy, said Jim Adkins, vice president of Amazon Appstore. Amazon has spent years developing innovative features that Customers find
and discover products that are right for them and have applied this know-how to The Amazon Appstore. We are pleased to extend this experience to our European customers. Amazon continues to roll out services and features that make it the most complete solution for developers looking to build, sell
and monetize their apps and games. Developers can build their apps and games with Amazon Web Service, the industry-leading infrastructure platform. For important audience interaction features such as leader, achievement, and game-to-device synchronization, developers can use the new Amazon
GameCircle services. To access tens of millions of customers, developers can list their apps in the Amazon Appstore and take advantage of awareness programs such as the Free App of the Day. In addition, developers can leverage Amazon's industry-leading e-commerce and payment capabilities, such
as buying and subscribing in the app, to monetize their apps and games. Amazon's free app-day program is truly unique, said Peter Westerbaka, Rovio Mighty Eagle and CMO. Over the past year we have offered Amazon customers some of our best-selling premium games, such as Angry Birds Rio and
Angry Birds Seasons, for free, and the response has been really overwhelming. We are excited to offer Amazon customers another one of our most popular premium titles, Angry Birds, for free today. Amazon customers are very important to us, and 'Cut the Rope' and 'Cut the Rope: Experiments' were at
the top of the charts on Amazon Appstore in the US. We are focused on providing a great gaming experience for our users around the world, and look forward to achieving more Cut The Rope fans as Amazon launches its store in Europe, said Misha Lyalin, CEO of zeptoLab. At Glu, we've always been
one of the first users of Amazon services to create and sell our mobile games. For example, Frontline Commando was one of the first games on Amazon Appstore to offer IAP and subscriptions. This game also uses Amazon S3 and Sync services, said Niccolo de Masi, CEO of Glu Mobile. Amazon offers
us an impact on its large customer base, and we will continue to use the Amazon platform in our efforts to grow our business. We are big fans of the Amazon Appstore and have seen tremendous growth in our business since we started releasing our apps on the Amazon platform, said Suli Ali, CEO of
TinyCo. We have been extremely successful with Amazon's In-App Shopping. This was easy to implement and we received significantly more revenue per customer than with any other platform. Since we had such success with Amazon when GameCircle was introduced, it wasn't a heady day, we added
it to our apps right away. Solmo is glad that 20-minute meals Olivera will be part of Amazon's international expansion into the UK, Germany, France, Italy and Spain, said Tristan Selder, CEO of Solmo. We look forward to being Amazon Free App of the Day programs as we bring Jamie Oliver's quick and
delicious recipes to a new set of customers around the world. The arrival of an Amazon store in the UK makes it even easier for Skyscanner users to search for flights anywhere they want, said Gareth Williams, CEO of Skyscanner, Travellers by definition a mobile group of people, so they should be able
to search on the go, we are very much looking forward to making our all flights, everywhere! The app is available to millions of Amazon customers in the UK. Every week, the Android Central Podcast brings you the latest technology news, analysis and hot takes, with familiar co-hosts and special guests.
Subscribe to Pocket Cast: Audio Subscribe to Spotify: Audio Subscribe to iTunes: Audio We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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